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Looking ahead in 2016; 

        Sometimes I’m amazed how fast the days, weeks, months and years go by 

considering 2015 is now in the rearview mirror and the New Year is just starting. 

        As we mature, (it’s a nice way of saying that you are getting old, your body 

hurts now and then, and your friends dog just peed on your foot), many changes 

have happened.     We all have changed a little and our little slice of heaven here 

at the airport has also changed! 

      Over the year we have seen our friends past, we had fads come and go, the 

aviation changes, new regulations from the FAA.     Problems with the growth of  

model aviation, “Drones” causing major problems because of the stupidity of 

those who do not understand the dangers that can come with not understanding 

the rules for those models.   Belonging to a National Organization that shows new 

comers how to be compliant with flying their new drones, such as the AMA, make 

the non-flying public look at modelers as a menace rather than a good neighbor. 

      Now in EAA and the homebuilding movement, we are seeing more growth 

within our ranks, and the small and large airshow and fly in’s across the country   

are being attended by people who enjoy and have a love of flying and building 

inside of them.     More interest is with the folks who have decided to join EAA 

and start a building project of their own, along with family and friends. 



      We have seen a real insurgence in the Ultralight and Light Sport aircraft, both 

in plans built planes and in the complete kits.   Those who are still working and 

have little time to spare, there are the prebuild kits you can buy, one kit at  a 

time, then buy the next one. 

      Now at our airpark, we have had an influx of Weight-Shift Trikes flying around 

our skies, because of Leo & Janis moving here a while ago.    There is not, many 

days that anyone can come by the airport and not see a “trike” flying overhead. 

      Most of the time you can see quite a few of these buzzing around, so with 

renewed growth in light and small aircraft, whether slow flying or flying cross 

country our numbers will continue to grow.  

      More builders are using the composite approach to build a stronger and 

somewhat faster aircraft using less HP engines.   There is something to say about 

the slower aircraft, and some of us enjoy looking out at the world, or our neck of 

the cactus.    More would love to start a kit, one in which we could do some patch 

flying around here, yet most would love to cross-country fly to some of the local 

airshows. 

      We all know that was Charlie Wells dream, and he just kept building until he 

finally finished his RV-12.    He had reached his goal with this x-country plane. 

      Take Phil for example, look at all the aircraft his has owned since he arrived 

here at the airpark.    Now Phil, received one of the boxes for his next project, the 

Panther Aircraft, he has been working on building the center section main spar 

with a friend, Jim, who helped Phil with the CH-750.    

      Now there’s Charles Wagner, he is ready to start working on the Lighting 

aircraft he has in the hanger, he is just about finished with the “Honey-Do” list 

and working on the home.     I know that Glenna and Charles want to be ready to 

do some flying, plus some cross-country flying when summer comes around. 

     Warner has been working on his aircraft, when the cold weather winds are not 

blowing, and is close to getting all the bugs worked out on the Hipps Reliant so 

that even a few nice days might be able to get him into the air. 



     Now Joe is the new owner of Dennis Paulsen’s, Weed Hopper U/L, a single 

place high wing with a Rotax 277, and just about every weekend you can find Joe 

somewhere in our local skies with a big grin on his face.    The Greenish-Yellow 

wing stands out like a sore thumb.   Joe just loves this little ultralight.  

     John Mertz has been flying around and just feeling out his Quicksilver Ultralight 

when the free time from the Pluming business will let him.   I hear that John has 

two quicksilvers and one new engine so guess he will be getting his hands into 

one of those birds for summer flying.   I have watched John cruise by over the 

airpark, and far is I am concerned, he is flying like and old pro. 

     For several years now Leo has been inviting friends over, most of those folks 

are Weight-Shift Trike pilots.    All of us have seen the trikes flying around and 

watched the videos from some of those flights; Henny Trike Life was one I had 

seen a few times.    I have told Leo & Larry, that when they fly, that it is my way of 

flying “Vicariously through them”, as I don’t seem to fly anymore, but damn I sure 

can ground-loop!!!!!!     Leo has just returned from a “Balloon Festival” over in 

Arizona with many other Weight-Shift flyers.    Next stop in the last week of 

February is the Pahrump, “Balloon Festival”!  

     Some of these pilots are ones that Leo takes out to the local dry lake beds to 

train each student the difference between a GA fixed wing aircraft and a weight-

shift aircraft.  

     By taking the new students out to, the dry lake beds on the Southeast side of 

Pahrump there they can find a lot of open ground where the student can practice 

takeoff’s and landing without any other aircraft around to distract them from 

learning the correct way to fly in to a local airport. 

     Now I come to Larry, “I don’t like Larry anymore”, he is always flying and has 

bugs on his teeth from smiling and being so darn happy when his comes back to 

the hanger.     Then he just looks at me and smiles, then asks, “Hey when is your 

plane going to be ready to fly or are you not a pilot anymore, then laughs”?  

      



     I do not answer, but I know that I am a better ground-loopier than him!    So 

what is Bob up to now?     NO COMMENT, (now I am mumbling to myself once 

again). 

      Now Roy Mankins is working his “little body” hard and I need to state that he 

is weathering to nothing but skin and some bone!    (OK Roy, remember now you 

owe me for that nice comment, and in print no-less)  

      Any who, Roy has a great friend and A&P, Kent Mosidale.  I knew Kent when 

we both worked for Western Airlines out of LAX.   Kent went from a line 

mechanic, to driving the big-birds like Western’s DC-10/DC-11 before he retired 

here in Pahrump.   So Roy has a person that will take care of his Piper PA-28/180 

and get it ready to test fly very soon.     Maybe Roy can find a few hours each 

week to just clear his mind and enjoy skies are here once and a while, and just see 

what God’s beauty has created.              

Here and now; 

     If you have not been to the airport within the last two weeks, you are in for a 

shock, maybe on the next Saturday morning coffee at the Wagner’s home, take a 

few minutes to go down to the Calveda Association’s building on Jenny Circle on 

the Northwest side of the airport!      Get out of your car and just walk around to 

the new blacktop paving for aircraft transient parking on the east side of the 

association building.                                   

     We have some new builders and owners coming our way in the near future, 

some are planning to start erecting hangers on the lots they currently own, and a 

few are still looking for that perfect spot.     With all the improvements’ that our 

association has made, making this airpark into one that a prospective buyer will 

have to consider.   

     Thanks to all the very hard work of those assoc. board members have given to 

these projects, especially Roy Mankins, looks like he was rode hard, and put away 

wet!    Roy has been a driving force even before he became the associations’ 



president along with Joan & Steve, and all three have worked on behalf of each 

and every one who lives or owns property on this airpark! 

    Now washed out taxiways and roadways to the hangers on the Eastside of the 

airport, will no longer have tendency to wash out when the rains hit hard.   

     Even my patch of the airport has been graded to help with getting into my 

hanger, I cannot say enough about the airports’ board members who have made 

all this possible with their hard work and time, thank you. 

New Hanger Owner; 

     For those member and friends who do not know our hanger owner and trike 

Pilot, let me introduce; Roger White.    I hope that you get a chance to meet 

Roger; he is a great person who most definitely has a passion and love of aircraft 

and airports.   His hanger is just West of Charlie Wells hanger; please stop by 

anytime you see the hanger door open, get a cup of coffee and pull up a chair and 

tell some lies!     Welcome to our “slice of Paradise”, I have enclosed a picture of 

Roger and his two-place Trike.    

Feb. EAA chapter meeting; 

     Jack Frost will be presenting a program on the Quad City Challenger Aircraft 

along with a video presentation.   These aircraft are basically LSA sport aircraft but 

an Ultralight version was produced in the late 80’s and 90’s before they were 

discontinued by the company.    These are great single or two place aircraft that 

can take you on any cross- country or airshow you have the desire to fly too. 

      Jack will also have a video on these types of aircraft to show the members, 

possibly get the juices’ flowing just a little, and who knows maybe this is the bug 

someone needs to get motivated, about an aircraft project.    

      Both Charlie Wells and Bryan Spicer had these aircraft, so drop by on, Saturday 

06th of Feb. @ 10:00am sharp!     The Wagner’s’ have Charlie’s photo album in the 

meeting room so stop by and check his Quad City Challenger out!   



      Please plan to attend the Saturday morning coffee and snacks at the Wagner’s 

home, coffee starts around 08:30am before the regular EAA meeting starting at 

10:00am.   

       Remember, tall tales and bigger lies are always welcomed, and if you do not 

understand what you are supposed to say, then look them in the eyes and say, 

“my cousin can get it for you “wholesale”, then walk out of the room laughing all 

the way.         (Remember, if you don’t fib, then you are not a pilot)  

 

                                                     Later, Bob 

 

    

                                                 

  


